Rainbow Philanthropy Conference
“Sport Disrupted: Sex_uality Matters”
October 30-31, 2019
with Donor Post-Conference November 1, 2019
in Berlin

DREILINDEN gGmbH, DISCOVER FOOTBALL, and GLOBAL PHILANTHROPY PROJECT invite grantmakers to attend a CONFERENCE and a focused DONOR POST-CONFERENCE MEETING to discuss these questions and more.

“How are sports related to sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics? How can sports funders include aspects of SOGIESC in their funding practices, adjusting to new understandings of sex and gender diversity? How can LGBTIQ funders support those in the community involved in sports? How can donors foster LGBTIQ rights in and through sports?” (Ise Bosch)
THE CONFERENCE FOCUSES ON

effects of sports gender binary and heteronormativity on amateur and professional athletes
consequences of homophobia / transphobia / interphobia on the daily lives of amateurs and professionals
sports as tool for empowering LBGTIQ people
visions and possibilities for an inclusive and non-binary sports world
challenges for and the meaning of ‘fair’ competition
lessons to learn from non-binary grass roots sports and LBGTIQ projects

PROGRAMME

Oct 30  5pm Pre-conference film screening
the World Premiere of the documentary “DIVERSITIES IN SPORTS” by Maria Takacs @ Kino Wolf, Berlin

Oct 31  9:30am – 6:30pm Rainbow Philanthropy Conference
@ Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung | Schumannstr. 8, 10117 Berlin | www.boell.de

Nov 1  9am – 2pm Donor Meeting (internal)
@ Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung | Schumannstr. 8, 10117 Berlin | www.boell.de

REGISTRATION OPENS IN JUNE 2019

For more information about the post-conference Donor Meeting, please visit https://globalphilanthropyproject.org/Events/sport-disrupted/